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PREMIER GUIDED RUNNING TOURS 



At City Running Tours, we understand the importance of 
accommodating our clients both as runners and as tourists. We 
connect with like minded people from all over the world because 
of our passion of running as well as the city we call home. 
 
Through the reward of running we are able to showcase the 
history and culture of a city while promoting a healthy lifestyle, 
instilling self confidence and make people feel like themselves.  

 
With the power of City Running Tours we welcome the 
opportunity to discuss how you can become part of this exciting 
and personal experience for consumers. 

 



WHO WE ARE 

 City Running Tours is a team of running 
enthusiasts that provide an 
opportunity to experience the city in a 
new and exciting way 
 

 Offer runners a chance to exercise 
while learning about the history, urban 
myths, and landmarks along the route 
 

 Provide runners access to industry 
brands while getting mileage in.   
 

 We are runners ourselves so we 
understand how important it is to get 
our miles in 

 



WHO WE ARE 

• #1 Running Tour service in the United States 

• Member of Global Running Tours 

• Partners with Running USA & American Running 

Association 

• As seen on the TODAY SHOW 

• A “Certificate of Excellence” winner from tripadvisor 

• A “5” rating and consistently amongst the most popular 

tours on tripadvisor 

• +1,000 friend on dailymile | +2,000 followers on twitter I 

+700 likes on facebook and growing! 

http://www.globalrunningtours.com/
http://www.americanrunning.org/
http://today.msnbc.msn.com/id/26184891/vp/32702207


WHO WE SERVE 

•  The business traveler tired of running on the 
hotel treadmill 

  
• Out of town travelers looking to explore the 

City 
  
•  The business looking for a team building 

exercise 
 

• The marathon runner training for a race 
 
•  The couple or family of runners looking to run 

together  
 
•  The recreational runner with an urge to 

explore new and interesting routes 
 
•  A unique gift from a friend to a runner 

City Running Tours is ideal for runners of all levels and 
motivations including:  



WHAT WE DO 
City Running Tours offers personalized, group and corporate runs to specific landmarks, 
accommodating any athletic ability, style, or training regimen.  
 
A city’s strategy is based on what is best for that specific location and the time 
commitment of the city manager. A city’s infrastructure is built on the team in place in 
each city. The team consists of the manager, the guides, marketing strategy and specific 
runs offered. It is important that we have a solid foundation in each location to allow for 
growth. 
 
Personalized runs are completely customizable and are offered 7 days a week all year 
long. Group runs are designed to be more of a social run and can be offered based on 
what a cities infrastructure can handle. All corporate runs are handled through CRT 
headquarters and are catered to the request of the client. 
 
Again, it is important to understand your city and present the best strategy to build a 
successful running tour company within that city.  
  

 

 



PERSONALIZED RUNS 
$60 for the first 6 miles/$6 each additional mile 
 

Our personalized runs are completely customizable to accommodate the needs of  both a 
runner and a tourist.  
 
Clients choose how far they would like to run, what areas and sights they would like to see 
and we customize a run based on that information.  
 
There own personal running guide meets the client at the location where they are staying to 
take them on their run.  
 
We run at the client’s pace, provide water and bring a camera in case they feel like capturing 
the moment.  
 
At the end of the run clients are returned to where they are staying and given a souvenir 
goody bag containing a CRT t-shirt and other city and running related products. 
 
Specific routes can be offered to assist the clients in their decision as well as assure you that 
the guide’s knowledge of the route is consistent each run.   
 
These runs are offered 7 days a week all year long excluding Christmas and Thanksgiving. 

 



GROUP/SOCIAL RUNS 
Price dependent on the run 
 

These social runs are a set 4 - 6 mile routes throughout our cites each with designated stops to 
accommodate all running paces. Group runs are similar to a standard walking tour (it is a good 
idea experience a few of these tours to get an idea of how companies work). The goal with our 
group runs is to increase the ratio between number of clients to guides.  
 

To ensure the best possible experience we provide multiple running guides for our group runs. 
Each of these runs are run at a very moderate to slow pace depending on the group. When 
dealing with different paces it is important that no one is left behind. We provide at least 1 
running guide for every 5 - 6 clients.    
 

We cater our group runs to both tourists and locals. 
 

Group Runs can be connected with a local establishment to make the experience unique. For 
example: 
 

• a specialty running shop where clients get fitted for shoes along with discounts;  
 

• a local professional sports team stadium where clients also receive a tour of the stadium;  
 

• a local eatery or brewery where at the conclusion of the run the participants are entitled to 
brunch or pint of beer. 
 

 

  

 



CORPORATE RUNS 
 

We have been fortunate enough to provide guided running tours to many great corporations and 

businesses over the years. These runs allow us to create a greater guide to client ratio. Our 

corporate runs are basically personalized runs but in a group run model.  
 

City Running Tours  provides an offering based on the request of the client. 
 

• The route location is determined by what area the hotel is located 

• Multiple distances options will be offered 

• Multiple pace groups will be offered 

• Amenities (goody bag, water, etc…) offered based on agreement between client and CRT 
 

CRT will provide a official proposal to the client. Once proposal is agreed upon, clients will receive 

a contract to sign and be required a pay a deposit to reserve the running tour.  
 

Local CRT guides meet the participants in the lobby of the client’s hotel. All runs will begin and 

end at the client’s hotel.    
 

Waivers will be provided to client prior to scheduled run. On the day of the run client will return 

signed waivers from all participants to the local manager/representative. All participants must sign 

waivers in order to run.  
 

At the completion of the run, CRT will provide client with final invoice. Payment is required at the 

time of receiving the invoice.  
 

Cost of corporate run is determined  by offering and number of participants.  

 

 

 



RUNNING GUIDE RESPONSIBILITIES 
Once a running guide joins the City Running Tours team they will be responsible for: 
  
 Conducting runs as requested by tour participants 
 Ensuring that the quality of the experience for a tour participant is consistent with the expectations and 

requirements of City Running Tours 
 Communicate whether they are able to lead a run or not. For each run we want to have a lead guide and 

an on-call guide just in case a last minute change needs to be made.  
 Connect with the local manager prior to the scheduled run to get all materials needed for the run 
 Meet the client(s) at the location where they are staying for personalized run or the designated meeting 

location for a group run 
 A running guide is responsible to check in with the local manager once they arrive for a run and then 

check out once the run is completed 
 When meeting a client at a hotel we would like to guide to introduce City Running Tours to the hotel’s 

concierge 
 Provide water, opportunity for photos and/or souvenir bag to each tour participant based specific run 
 Any photos taken during the run will be sent to the local manager within 24 hours of the run. The photos 

will then be included in a thank you email to the client 
  
A guide must be trained according the strategy designed by the local manager. This strategy entails a sit down 
interview and a combination of training runs with the manager as well as shadowing client runs with existing 
guides. Our running guides are our representatives on all the aspects of the run from the interactive with the 
clients as well as any concierge during a pick up or drop off. We want to ensure that we are represented with 
the quality that City Running Tours has worked very hard to create. 
 
 
 
 
  
 



RUNNING GUIDE COMPENSATION 

For Personalized Running Tours: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
*Regardless of months/years with CRT 
Each Guide will receive flat 
 
$5 bonus for each participant over 1 for the 
running tour  

If a guide has lead: 1-9 mile tour 

1-30 tours as a CRT guide* $30 

30-50 runs $35 

> 50 runs $40 

More than 10 miles Base rate + flat $10 

If a guide has lead: 5K Route 10K Route 

1-30 tours as a CRT 
guide* 

$20 $30 

30-50 runs $25 $35 

> 50 runs $25 $35 

Runner does not 
show 

$15 $15 

For Group Running Tours:  

Each guide will receive an extra $2 for each paying participant 
over 1 for the running tour. Please Note: Group Running Tours 
will have a cap of $60 max payout per guide  
 
Each participating guide involved in a specific run will follow the 
same payment schedule. 

CRT will distribute payments at the beginning of each month for the previous month’s runs. The check will 
be mailed. Each running guide will also receive an email invoice of the month’s runs.  



RUNNING GUIDE COMPENSATION 
Bonuses: 
 
•Receive a flat $10 bonus if they lead more than 1 run in a day. 
 

•Receive a flat $10 bonus for every 5 runs they lead in a month’s time. 
 

•Receive a flat $5 bonus for every client they refer to CRT who signs up for a run. This 
refers to a returning client that you ran with that signs up for a second run on the 
same trip or a new client who you mention CRT to. The client must indicate in their 
registration or reply to confirmation email that they were referred. 
 

•Receive a flat $5 bonus for leading last minute runs. Last minute means a request that 
comes in the day before or day of the schedule run.  
•        
•Receive a flat $5 bonus for a run lasting longer than 3 hours 
 

•Receive a $5 bonus if they are mentioned by name in a positive review on 
TripAdvisor, Facebook or via email. 

 



DEMOGRAPHICS 
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DEMOGRAPHICS 
  

The Traveler 
Breakdown by Gender:
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      + “This was my first time visiting New York and it certainly was the best way to see Manhattan. I booked a 9-Mile 

tour with my only requirements that I get a feel of the city and to take in the sights.  The tour was great; my guide 

pointed out all the main places of interest and went into their history, so I learned plenty about the city from a 

local’s perspective. If you enjoy running and want to see the city then I would definitely recommend it.” - Scott, 

London 

 

      + “Great way to get introduced to DC - my guide easily matched my pace and was well informed and interesting! I 

always worry about fitting in a run while on vacation- this was the perfect solution. It was worth every penny.” - 

Laura, Wisconsin 

 

      + “My running tour in Chicago was worth my money as well as my time. My tour guide did a great job catering this 

tour to my needs. This was an excellent way to see the city and get exercise all for a reasonable price. Don't 

hesitate to try City Running Tours on your next vacation. Not only is the guide there to take pictures but he or she 

also carries you water in their own backpack. What a bonus!”              - Shelly, South Dakota 

 

      + “This was a highlight of our trip! It was a great way to start the day and see the city, while learning about it at the 

same time. Although we left the choosing to you, I liked that we had the option to choose the sights. Our tour 

guide was the best. He really enjoyed running and most of all knew a lot about the city and loved his job.” - 

Jennifer, California   

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING 



Michael Gazaleh  President & CEO  City Running Tours  
e michael@cityrunningtours.com t 877.415.0058  w www.cityrunningtours.com 

City Running Tours is a registered trademark of NYC RUN, LLC 

dailymile: http://www.dailymile.com/people/CityRunningTour#ref=tophd 

facebook: http://www.facebook.com/cityrunningtours 

twitter: http://twitter.com/cityrunningtour 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 


